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I To plot a sine wave, first generate a series of values from a
sine function.

I s = sin( 0 : 2*pi/399 : 2*pi ); will generate values of sine
for 400 equally spaced angles ranging from 0 to 2π (a
complete cycle).

I plot(s); will display a straightforward 2D graph of the values.
The horizontal axis represents the angle whilst the vertical
axis represents the value of the sine for this angle.

I Note that the horizontal axis does reflect the true value of the
angle, but the position along the vector’s length.



I We’ve just looked at plotting one value where the X axis (the
independent variable) came from the values’ position in the
matrix (e.g. samples over time, distance, or angle).

I But what if the independent variable is stored in another
vector? (e.g. reaction time against caffeine or alcohol intake)?

I In this case, we still use the plot function, but we need to give
it two parameters, the dependent and independent variables:

I For instance, if RT is stored in vector RT, and caffeine intake is
stored in CI, the command would be plot(CI, RT); (the
independent variable goes first).



I The rand and randn functions generate uniformly and
randomly distributed values, respectively.

I We can get a rough visual idea of the distribution by using the
hist and scatter.



I By default, Hist(v); divides the range of the values of v into
deciles, and counts the number of values that fall into each
decile.

I Try the following: v = rand(100,1);hist(v);

I Try it again, but replace rand with randn.



I Given a matrix with more than one column, Hist divides each
value bin into one sub-bin per column.

I Each column has its own bar colour ranging from red (for the
first column) through the spectrum to blue (for the rightmost
column).

I Try M = randn(20);hist(M); and you’ll see each column
represented by a specific colour.

I ‘Flatten’ M into a single column, and try the plot again:
hist(M(:)); and you’ll see a single thick bar for each bin, with
a single colour.



I Given a two dimensional matrix, the data actually has three
dimensions: row, column, and value (which could be thought
of as height, for instance).

I Three dimensional plots can help us visualise this data.
I 3D plots generally come in two forms: isometric or

orthographic.



I Isometric plots place the axes of the plot on the diagonal with
respect to the viewer.

I


